
EASTEY DELIVERS WHAT YOU NEED. . .TODAY
Eastey’s BB-2 case taper is a cost-effective top and
bottom case taper designed for large run case sealing.
BB-2 utilizes pressure-sensitive tape and features
self-centering side rails, a rugged bottom belt drive,
and heavy-duty mast that easily adjusts to handle a
variety of case sizes.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY, PROVEN RELIABILITY 
BB-2 offers the durability, versatility and reliability that
you have come to rely on from Eastey. The system’s
unique and simple design has proven to be one of the
most reliable case tapers on the market today, keeping
production and maintenance efforts to a minimum and
providing fast and efficient alternatives to hand taping.

TRUE VERSATILITY FOR YOUR NEEDS 
BB-2 offers fast and easy case changes with adjustable
side rails and flexibility ranging from 4.5˝ to infinite box
length. BB-2 is also able to seal cases ranging from
4.5˝ to 22.5˝ in width, as well as 4˝ to 25.5˝ in depth.
Adjustments can be made on the fly with easy hand
tighten knobs on a single mast design. A single drive
motor and aggressive drive belts will move your boxes
and stand up to your toughest challenges. BB-2 is also
perfect for integration with ink jet printers where coding
is required on boxes.

CASE TAPING AS EASY AS 1-2-3
BB-2 top and bottom tape heads are interchangeable and
tip back for easy threading. No air is required to run the
BB-2 taping system so it can be placed anywhere in the
factory. A safe single mast allows clear access to all
components and adjusts for a variety of case sizes. The
use of Eastey’s BB-2 case taping machine can be learned
in minutes, avoiding breaks in production and downtime,
saving your company money and increasing your ROI.

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH OPERATION 
A single drive motor and aggressive industrial strength
drive belts make BB-2 a workhorse that will stand up to
your toughest challenges. Each case taping machine is
made from 12 gauge steel that meets most factory
requirements. A powder coated exterior protects the machine 
from abusive conditions and guarantees years of use.

THE RIGHT SOLUTION
Rugged design. Proven reliability. Simple operation. Your 
benefits go on and on. When it comes to industrial operation, 
rely on Eastey to provide the right solution for your case 
sealing needs.

First in Quality. Built to Last.

First in Quality. Built to Last.
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BOTTOM BELT CASE TAPER

BB-2

COST-EFFECTIVE CASE SEALING
BB-2 features self-centering side rails, a rugged bottom belt drive, and heavy-duty 
mast that easily adjusts to handle a variety of case sizes at a cost-effective price.






